


















































EDITOR'S 

NOTE 

Our second Briefing Book is being released

at a time when our communities continue to 

experience unprecedented turmoil. The global 

coronavirus persists, and although the 

availability of vaccination has enabled many 

restrictions that were in place in 2020 to be 

lifted, all Americans are trying to make sense 

of the amplified political, economic, social, and 

racial tensions of the last few years. 

Underfunded schools, cuts in healthcare, social 

and economic inequalities, paired with 

discriminatory policies, exclusionary social 

zoning, and financial redlining, have created a 

perfect storm for civil unrest and violence. 

The violence is exacerbated by firearm policies 

that facilitate access to guns and perpetuate 

gun violence. 

Regrettably every year thousands of 

Americans die from firearms, be it through 

suicide, police brutality, or the headline

grabbing mass shootings including the Tree of 

Life synagogue on my birthday in 2018. 

As a mother, the statistics that every day 50 

American children aged 0 to 1 7 years are shot 

with a firearm and that every 2 hours and 36 

minutes a child dies, is heartbreaking. 

The wide spread nature of gun violence, and 

the urgent need for unbiased information on 

the contributing, exacerbating, and 

perpetuating factors for gun violence, we 

decided to devote the topic of our 2021 

Briefing Books series to gun violence in 

America. 

14� Editor 

Briefing Books
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DYi NG OF 

WHITENESS 

GUN REGULATION 

POLITICALLY SENSITIVE 

TOPIC 

Gun regulation is such a politically sensitive 

question in the United States that there has Jong 

been a congressional ban on funding for research 

on the health impact of firearms. Despite these 

limitations, what seems clear is that a proliferation 

of guns often impacts minority populations first 

and most severely. Research has shown that gun 

and health insurance policies affect health and 

mortality rates far more directly than taxation or 

education spending policies do. 

Furthermore, researchers are gaining a greater 

understanding of the relationship between 

accessibility to guns, death by suicide, and high

profile mass shootings linked to gun policies (or lack 

thereof) enacted by conservative White politicians. 

How people reconcile anti-government or pro-gun 

attitudes while at the same time dealing with the 

impact of poor health care, widening gun-related 

morbidity, and underfunded public infrastructures 

and institutions is a complex question with a 

multifaceted answer. Grieving White mothers of 

gun suicide victims believe guns represented "our 

way of life," while at the same time lamenting that 

local governments did not mandate background 

checks, gun safes, and trigger locks. 

CONGRESSIONAL BAN 

ON FUNDING FOR 

RESEARCH ON THE 

HEALTH IMPACT OF 

FIREARMS 
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PRO - GUN Fears for 

personal safety 

in the context 

ATTITUDES 
of lowest crirne 

rates in decades 

While White gun suicides skyrocketed between 

the late 1990s and the mid-2010s, this same 

period saw one of the more dramatic drops in 

firearm homicide rates in modern memory. 

Yet, many US citizens are concerned about 

safety, protection, intruders, and terrorism, and 

welcome increased availability of firearms. 

Americans report appreciating the ability to 

always protect themselves against possible 

threats equating gun ownership with freedom, 

liberty, and patriotism. 

A 2017 national survey by the Pew Research 

Center reported that 67% of US gun owners 

cited "protection" as their primary reason for 

owning a gun, compared to 38% claiming that 

they used guns for "hunting." These numbers 

represented inversions of 1999 survey results 

' 

when 49% of gun owners cited hunting as the 

reason for owning a gun while just 26% said 

they owned a gun for protection. 

Several explanations can be made for Americans' 

increase in concerns for their safety, but 

reductions to police funding and infrastructure 

are a likely contributor to the perceived sense of 

needing to self-protect. 

Pew's findings indicate that an equal number of 

Americans are fearful and feel intimidated by 

'ope111 carry' legislation, scared to bring kids to 

shop,s, concerned about work colleagues bringing 

guns to work, and the disparities between the 

acceptance of White and non-White Americans 

carrying guns, especially White citizens 

brandishing guns in mixed-race settings and the 

sense that guns that are oppressing communities 

of color. 
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NATIONAILISM 

POLITICS & RACE 

LOCAL AND NATIONAL POLITICS THAT CLAIMED TO 

MAKE AMERICA GREAT (AND WHITE) A GAIN 

A host of complex anxieties prompt increasing 

numbers of White Americans to support right

wing politicians and policies, even when these 

policies harm 11/hite Americans at growing 

rates. 

Local and national politics that claimed to make 

America great again-and, tacitly, White 

again. 

Research by Pew in 2021, reported that 32% 

of Americans aged 65 and older reported that 

the decline in the number of Americans 

identifying as White is bad for society. 

American notions of Whiteness-notions 

shaped by politics and policies as well as by 

institutions, history, media, economics, and 

personal identities-threaten White well-being. 

·white backlash politics gave certain White

populations the sensation of winning, 

particularly by upending the gains of minorities 

and liberals. 

F'or nearly two centuries, gun ownership was a 

privilege afforded mainly to White citizens and 

glms became particular symbols as a result. 
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FIREARM 

NERSHI 
"White Super-Owners" 

Pew's 2014 survey on Political Polarization reported that 

Whites were more than twice as likely as African 

Americans to own and carry firearms. While the survey 

showed expanding demographics of gun ownership across 

the US, it also supported the notion that non-Hispanic 

White, male, self-identified conservative Republicans over 

the age of thirty-five overwhelmingly owned and carried the 

most guns in the country. 

An extensive 2015 Harvard-Northeastern survey similarly 

found that White men comprised the majority of US gun 

owners, and particularly the majority of so-called gun super

owners whose firearm collections included between 8 and 

140 handguns and long guns. 
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92% OF GUN SUICIDES IN THE UNITED STATES WERE 

COMJYIITTED BY NON-HISPANIC WHITE PERSONS, 

The CDC's Web-based Injury Statistics Query 

and Reporting System (WISQARS) reports that 

gun suicides between 2009 and 2019 reflected 

20.5% of all causes of .injury-related death. 

The data shows that 92% of gun suicides in the 

United States were committed hy non-Hispanic 

White persons, and men die by firearm suicide 

86% more often than women. 

Non-Hispanic White persons comprised 80% of 

the US population in 1980 but only 69% of the 

population in 2000. 

According to the US census, the percentage of 

non-Hispanic White people in the United States 

hit an all-time low of 62% in 2013 and kept 

falling every year after that. And yet over this 

same time period, 2009-2019, White 

populations consistently committed 92% of all 

gun suicides. 

Women attempted suicide three times more 

often than men but typically opt for pills or 

poisons, which are significantly less lethal on 

average. By contrast, the WISQARS data for 

completed gun suicide shows White men die by 

firearm suicide significantly more than everyone 

else in the United States. 

From 2009 to 2019, non-Hispanic White men 

accounted for nearly 90% of all gun suicides in 

the Uniter! States, despite representing less than 

35% of the total population. 

Moreover, race factors a great deal in other 

categories of US gun death-in as much as there 

are deep racial differences in the means by which 

Americans die by gunshot. African Americans 

are far more likely than other Americans to die 

by gunshot in cases of homicide, assault, and 

encounters with police. 

By compiling data from death certificates, a 

:2013 Pew report highlighted that "Blacks were 

,55% of shooting homicide victims in 2010, but 

13% of the population", in contrast, Whites 

were :25% of the victims of gun homicide in 

2010, but '65 percent of the population 

'The differences in gun-related fatalities are 

!further underscored by a 2015 Brookings

[nstitution report using data from the National 

Center for Injury Prevention and Control

,(N ClPC) database to show remarkable 

segregation in gun deaths, 77% of White gun 

deaths were suicides, while 19% were associated 

with homicide.

l�or African Americans those figures were

1reversed, 14% of gun deaths are suicides, but 

:S2% homicides." In terms of risk, a White 

person iin the United States is five times more 

likely to die by suicide using a gun than to be 

shot with a gun; for each African American who 

uses a gun 1to commit suicide, five are killed by 

other people with guns. 

'The Pew Research study showed that compared 

with 1993, the peak of U.S. gun homicides, the 

!firearm homicide rate was 49% lower in 2010,

and there were fewer deaths, even though the 

!llation's population grew. The victimization rate

for other violent crimes with a firearm-assaults, 

robberies, and sex crimes-was 75% ·tower in 

:2011 than in 1993. Violent non-fatal crime 

victimization overall (with 01· without a firearm) 

also is down markedly (72%) over two decades. 

Gun suicides rose even as rates of gun homicide 

and other forms of gun crime fell. In 2015 

Breitbart News reported that gun suicides 

accounted for two-thirds of firearm deaths in the 

country, and White men increasingly drove the 

,�verall data on US gun deaths. 
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Suicide 

20.5% 

Homicide 

8.4% 

Other 

0.2% 

Unintentional 

68.5% 

Cause of death from firearm all races, both sexes, all ages between 2009 to 20019 

Bureau of Census for Population Estimates. 

Lax gun laws ultimately cost the State of Miss uri roughly $273 million in lost work 

between 2008 and 2015 and ultimately led to the loss of over 10,506 years of 

productive White male life. Missourian's domi ated injuries and deaths via gun

related suicides. partner violence. and accide tal shootings across the US-and in 

ways that outpaced African American gun de ths from homicides. 

- - - - - - - - - -

tttttttttt 
Deaths from firearm suicide - all races, both sexes, all ages (n=238,527) by population

(n=B,498,701,258) between 2009 to 2019 (rate = 6.82 per 100,000 population) 

Bureau of Census for Population Estimates. 
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White non-Hispanic men in Missouri were 2.60 

times more likely to die by firearm suicide than 

White non-Hispanic men in Connecticut, and 

2.38 times more likely to die by firearm suicide 

than non-White men in Missouri. 

A White man in Missouri was 11 times more 

likely to die by gun suicide than in an accidental 

house fire and 15x times more likely to die by 

gun suicide than by "natural/environmental" 

causes, such as from flood, earthquake, tornado, 

or by falling from a ladder, electrocution, smoke 

inhalation, or dog bite. 

Perhaps most important, the aggregate death 

rate for White men dying from firearm homicide 

was 2.56, meaning that White men in Missouri 

were 7 times more likely to turn guns on 

themselves than to be fatally shot by intruders in 

their castles or assailants against whom White 

men needed to stand their ground. 

White men outpaced men of all backgrounds at 

astounding rates. The aggregate gun suicide 

rate rose by 15.48% in Missouri but only by 

6.56% in Connecticut in the eight years after 

PTP removal (2008-2015). 

If rates of White male suicide in Missouri 

instead rose by the Connecticut rate of 6.56% 

per year, then Missouri's aggregate rate 

betw-een 2008 and 2015 would have increased 

to 15,.62 per 100,000 per year. Instead, that 

rate was greater at 20.17 per 100,00 by 2015. 

In teirms of actual lives, the differences between 

this hypothetical world and reality appear 

conservatively suggests that the loosening of 

Missouri's gun laws equated to 413 additional 

White male suicide deaths over the years 

2008-2015,. 

Over these 8 years, this averages to an 

additional 52 White male deaths per year on top 

of Missouri's already high gun suicide rates. 

The eight years after the loosening of PTP and 

other gun regulations, Missouri suffered 12,557 

more lost years of White male productive life 

than over the prior 8 years. 

Representing a 17 .39% increase in White male 

time--time spent working, playing, raising 

families, living- that was instead Jost to gun 

suicide. 
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